The attendees of the EDA Dairy Platform 2017 in Stockholm did not only listen carefully to the speakers but also engaged
in a very lively discussion (photo: IDM)

EDA Dairy Platform 2017
Local roots for global dairy policy and competitiveness
The discussion of the first part of presentations at this year’s EDA Dairy Platform 2017 in Stockholm
on 29 September was much more lively than expected. The topic „Local roots for global dairy policy
and competitiveness“ attracted a high degree of attention as several key questions about how the
future of the European dairy sector should be arranged were discussed.

Subsidies – yes or no?
When the discussion came to subsidies, Annette van Velde, a milk producer from the Netherlands
and member of the board of European Dairy Farmers, said that subsidies are just driving overall farm
costs. It would be better to invest this money into innovation and the like. But, for the time being,
dairy farms need susbidies to be able to run their operations. And it would also get quite difficult to
manage a transition from the actual status to a subsidy-free milk farming. Then, the discussion briefly
centered on intervention of butter and SMP. It became evident that although this measure helps in
the short run, the industry will have to pay the price for a temporrarily ease of market pressure at a
later stage.

The speaker panel of the first session of the EDA Dairy Platform 2017 (from left): Thomas Magnusson, COGECA, Annette
van Velde, European Dairy Farmers, Jannes Maes, CEJA, and moderator Ludwig Börger, German Farmers‘ Association
(photo: IDM)

Thomas Magnusson, a Swedish farmer and chairman of COGECA, added that subsidies, in the end,
are a benefit only for consumers. He criticised food prices in Europe as being generally too low.
Magnusson was answered immediately by EDA president Michel Malet who stressed that the EU
dairy industry needs to sell 85% of its products in the Single Market which creates an extreme hard
competition environment that has its effect on prices. The recent measure by the EU to reduce milk
deliveries for a certain compensation did not really find applause in the discussion at the Stockholm
forum: the measure came much too late and did not lead to a rise of EU milk prices. This increase
was only a consequence of a recovery of world market prices that had begun even before the EU was
able to react.

Elisabeth Backteman, Swedish Secretary of State for Agriculture, told the EDA Dairy
Platform 2017 in Stockholm that Sweden has developed a dedicated food strategy for
growth through sustainability and profitability. Increased productivity is no
contradiction in this context as it means to produce more using less resources (photo:
IDM)

What is really needed is security
Another angle was taken by Jannes Maes, a dairy farmer in Belgium and head of the Council of
European Young Farmers CEJA. Maes stressed that there is no sustainability if young farmers will no
more take over from the older generation. What young farmers need is security, he said pointing out
to political developments that often are taking place too fast and are able to virtually turn around a
whole sector. van Velde told the audience in this context, that due to the phosphate quota further
growth of Dutch dariy farms will be very limited if not impossible. She added that internal
opportunities for cutting costs on farms like increasing the milk yield per cow may come under the
radar of animal welfare as well.
The biggest challenge, however, for dairy farm operations will be availability of labour . Maes said
that it was not enough to hand over farms from generation to generation, the sector needs to attract
people from outside as well. To manage this, dairy farming must stay a profitable business. This
requires a suitable budget in CAP and effective adminsitrative measures. Maes said that EU financial
means must focus on active farms. And CAP must become simplier as well, according to Maes, but
only to a certain level as measures might become ineffective by simplification.

The panel of the session on internatiuonal trade at the EDA Dairy Platform 2017 was made up from (from left) Ingo
Müller, DMK, Bernard Ducros, Danone, Peder Tuborgh, Arla, Annika Hurme, Valio, and EU Trade Commissioner Cecilia
Malmström (photo: IDM)

EDA Dairy Platform 2017
Local roots, global business
The session entitled „Local roots, global business“ at the EDA Dairy Platform 2017 in Stockholm
provided an oversight on trade relations between the EU and other countries with a special focus on
dairy. Most prominent speaker was Cecilia Malmström, EU Commissioner for trade relations, besides
CEOs of a number of large European dairy companies. IDM reports from the event held on 29
September.

Success stories
Malmström was cheered by Annika Hurma, Valio, Peder Tuborgh, Arla, Ingo Müller, DMK, and
Bernard Ducros, Danone, for her success in the FTA negotiations with Japan.The treaty with Japan
has come into force just the other week after unusual short negotiations. As Malmström put it, there
was a certain Trump effect working pro a fast track negotiation after the USA had withdrawn from
their TTP talks. CETA was a similar success which promises to double the amount of EU cheese being
sold to Canada, out of a dairy perspective.

No FTA with China or Russia
There are several other EU trade negotiations going on in Asia like with the Philippines, Vietnam and
other countries. And there are other parts in the world that are also on the EU agenda, most
importantly, Mexico and MERCOSUR where talks my be finalised by the end of the year. All these
negotiations will one day open huge markets to EU exporters. However, talks with Malaysia are on
hold and talks with China cannot even be started due to a lack of basic agreement in the investment
security and financial area. Malmström has no hope that the EU and Russia will come closer anytime
soon given the political dispute on the Crimea and Ukraine.

A tariff-free world?
Tuborgh who has long since advocated a tariff-free world trade asked Malmström about her opinion
on tariffs. She said that there are always certain sectors where competitiveness is on the stake or
where sensible areas exist that need protection by tariffs.

Brexit
Asked about the Brexit, again by Tuborgh whose company is the UK’s largest dairy generating 25% of
the group’s business in Britain alone, Malmström said that once the UK leaves the Single Market it
cannot have the same approach to it as before. Nobody has an interest in punishing the Brits, she
added, but a couple of questions like standards must be sorted out before a trade agreement
between the EU and the UK can be negotiated. Malmström confirmed that there will be a transition
period but was unable to tell what it will be like.

The NZ danger
The EU is also negotiating a FTA with New Zealand and Australia. Asked about the economic sense of
such an agreement out of the dairy perspective by Eckhard Heuser, CEO of the German Dairy
Industry Association MIV, Malmström said that the EU has no intention to fully open the borders for
NZ dairy products, claiming that the New Zealanders are well aware of this.

Bernard Ducros, Danone, spontaneously jumped to his feet and explained how the best qualified students can be
motivated to join a dairy company for starting a professional career (photo: IDM)

The Feta affair
A question brought forward by Dr. Christos
Apostopoulos (standing right behind Eckhard
Heuser, MIV; photo: IDM) from the Hellenic
Association of the milk & dairy products industry
led Malmström on relative thin ice. Apostopoulos
asked why it is always a small number of
protected EU foods that finds its way into trade
agreements. Malmström answered that the
member states forward lists to the Commission
that feature all the products they want to see
protected by trade agreements. The Commission then includes these product designations into the
negotiations. However, the term „Feta“ has in fact not been protected in a single agreement despite
the Greek government has always seen to it that Feta was in that bespoken list …

EDA Dairy Platform
2017 Sustainable dairy: challenges and
commercial opportunities

The panel of speakers on sustainability at the EDA Dairy Platform 2017 (from left): Dr. Joan Reijs, Wageningen University,
Frederich Wellendorph, Tetra Pak Processing, Anna-Karin Modin Edman, Arla, and moderator Richard Laxton, Arla. Not in
the photo is Jaap Petraeus, FrieslandCampina (photo: IDM)

The last session of the EDA Dairy Platform in Stockholm was all about sustainability. IDM reports the
main statments from the „Sustainable dairy: challenges and commercial opportunities“ part of
presentations given on 29 September.

Roadmap to sustainability
Dr. Joan Reijs from the Wageningen University pointed out that dairy stands for 30% of all livestockrelated negative impacts on environment and climate. Another 30% can be attributed to beef which
is partly connected to dairy. However, there’s a positive side as dairy is a circular economy, maintains
the landscape, provides essential nutrients and is an economic pillar of rural life. Dairy also utilises
grassland which can’t be used for growing crops. Reijs recommends that the dairy sector should work
on decreasing the negative impacts and optimise the benefits. He provided a kind of a roadmap for
the sector to tackle the sustainability challenges.

Suppliers of equipment
Frederich Wellendorph, Tetra Pak Processing, demonstrated how a supplier can help the dairy
industry in improving its sustainability record. New equipment is constructed these days to help save
energy and resources. A Total Cost of Ownership tool developed by Wellendorph’s company helps
dairies in deciding about the right strategy for technical investment.

How to approach consumers
Anna-Karin Modin Edman, Arla, described how the co-op adapts its communication to consumers in
terms of sustainability. Arla has characterised four types of consumers in that respect:those who do
not care, those who are mildly interested, those are interested and those who are zealous in
environmental matters (not surprisingly many buyers of organic food). Arla adresses each of these
consumer types in a different way just to bring the message about its efforts for sustainability across.

Audits made easier
Jaap Petraeus, FrieslandCampina, reported about a tool developed to reduce the number of different
audits made by customers. The B2B tool bases on the Dairy Sustainability Framework issued in 2013
by Global Dairy Platform.

